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Abstract

We present a catadioptric projector analogous to a cata-
dioptric camera by combining a commodity digital projec-
tor with additional optical units. We show that, by using
specially shaped reflectors/refractors, catadioptric projec-
tors can offer an unprecedented level of flexibility in aspect
ratio, size, and field of view. We also present efficient al-
gorithms to reduce projection artifacts in catadioptric pro-
jectors, such as distortions, scattering, and defocusing. In-
stead of recovering the reflector/refractor geometry, our ap-
proach directly models the light transport between the pro-
jector and the viewpoint using the light transport matrix
(LTM). We show how to efficiently approximate the pseudo
inverse of the LTM and apply it to find the optimal input im-
age that produces least projection distortions. Furthermore,
we present a projection defocus analysis for reflector and
thin refractor based catadioptric projectors. We show that
defocus blur can be interpreted as spatially-varying Gaus-
sian blurs on the input image. We then measure the kernels
directly from the LTM and apply deconvolution to optimize
the input image. We demonstrate the practical uses of cata-
dioptric projectors in panoramic and omni-directional pro-
jections. Our new system achieves much wider field-of-view
projection while maintaining sharpness and low geometric
and photometric distortions.

1. Introduction

The recent introduction and rapid adoption of consumer
digital projectors has redefined the landscape for display-
ing images and videos. To model projection geometry, a
projector is commonly treated as a virtual pinhole camera
and classical perspective geometry can then be directly ap-
plied to analyze the projection process [20]. Recent devel-
opments in camera designs have suggested alternative non-
pinhole cameras [11, 8] that can capture potentially advan-
tageous images. This gives rise to the question whether we
can design non-pinhole-based projection systems.

In this paper, we present a new class of projection sys-

tems called catadioptric projectors. Our work is inspired by
the catadioptric cameras [1, 2, 5, 9, 11, 12, 19, 24] that place
a pinhole camera in front of curved mirrors or refractors.
We show that by combining a commodity digital projec-
tor with similar optical units, the catadioptric projector can
offer an unprecedented level of flexibility in aspect ratio,
size, and field of view (Figure 1). Our catadioptric projec-
tors assume unknown reflector/refractor geometry and do
not require accurate alignment between the projector and
the optical units. In fact, we use everyday reflective and re-
fractive objects such as plastic mirrors, security domes, and
even wine glasses.

The complex geometry of the reflective and refractive
objects can cause severe distortions, scattering, and defo-
cusing. In this paper, we propose several new algorithms
to effectively reduce these artifacts without recovering the
reflector/refractor geometry. Our approach directly models
the light transport between the projector and the viewpoint
using the light transport matrix (LTM). We show that every
two rows of the LTM from the projector to the viewpoint
are nearly orthogonal. We then develop a simple method to
approximate the pseudo inverse of the LTM and apply it to
find the optimal input image that produces least projection
distortions.

Finally, we present a projection defocus analysis for mir-
ror and thin refractor-based catadioptric projectors. We
show that defocus blur can be interpreted as spatially-
varying Gaussian blurs on the input image. We then mea-
sure the kernels directly from the LTM and apply decon-
volution to optimize the input image. We demonstrate the
practical uses of catadioptric projectors in panoramic and
omni-directional projections. Our new system achieves
much wider field-of-view projection while maintaining
sharpness and low geometric and photometric distortions.

2. Related Work

Projection System. High resolution and high contrast
projectors are increasingly used in a wide array of commer-
cial and scientific applications, ranging from shape acquisi-
tion [27], to virtual environments [16, 7] and IMax theaters
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Figure 1. Left: A panoramic catadioptric projector that combines a regular projector with curved plastic mirror. Right: The final projection
uses the the projector’s full resolution (1024 × 768) and is displayed on a 16m × 3m wall.

[10]. In vision and graphics applications, cameras are of-
ten combined with projectors to form a projector-camera
or ProCam system, for creating intelligent projections. The
pioneering works [16] put forth the vision of intelligent pro-
jection systems serving as novel tools for problem solving.
Using pre-authored 3D models of the objects, shader lamps
[15] can add virtual texture and animation to real physical
objects with non-trivial complicated shapes. It is also pos-
sible to use space-time-multiplexed illumination in a Pro-
Cam system to recover scene depth [27].

Like pinhole cameras, a projector suffers from lim-
ited field-of-view, e.g., it would be difficult to produce a
panoramic projection using a single projector. One possi-
ble solution is to use multiple projectors and significant ad-
vances have been made in automatic mosaicing of multiple
projectors [6, 26, 20, 14]. However, these systems require
accurate geometric and photometric calibration between the
projectors. In this paper, we present an omni-directional
projection system that only uses a single projector.

Catadioptric Cameras. Our work is inspired by cata-
dioptric camera designs that place a virtual pinhole cam-
era in front of specially shaped mirrors or reflectors to syn-
thesize a wider field of view. Classical examples include
single viewpoint catadioptric sensors based on hyperbolic
or parabolic mirrors [25, 11, 1, 13] and multiple viewpoint
sensors based on spherical, conical, and equiangular mir-
rors [24, 2, 3, 5]. Catadioptric cameras have also been used
to capture high resolution 360 degree [12] or cylindrical
panoramas [9, 19]. Most of these systems require accurate
alignment of the viewing camera. When the camera moves
off the focus, the reflection rays form complex caustic sur-
faces that are difficult to analyze [21].

In this paper, we present a catadioptric projector that
combines a commodity projector with similar optical units
used in catadioptric cameras. The key difference, how-
ever, is that we do not require knowing or recovering reflec-
tor/refractor geometry. Instead, we seek to, given a projec-
tor and a viewpoint, compute the image the projector should
use to illuminate the scene for that specific viewpoint. We
address the problem by studying how light propagates be-
tween the projector and the desired viewpoint.

Light Transport. Modeling light transport through a
known 3D environment is a well-studied problem in com-

puter graphics. Consider emitting unit radiance along ray i
towards the scene. The ray can be reflected, refracted, scat-
tered, or simply pass through the scene. We can then capture
the full transport ti in response to the impulse illumination
of i. ti is often referred to as the impulse scatter function
or ISF. We can measure the light transport for each incident
ray and concatenate all ISF into a light transport matrix or
LTM T . If we represent the incident illumination as Lin,
then the outgoing light field can be expressed as a function
of the illumination by Lout = TLin.

To measure T , one can emit a 2D incident light field (an
image) Lin using a projector and capture the 2D/4D out-
going light fields using a camera or a camera array. [18]
showed that by the principle of Helmholtz reciprocity, the
light transport can be used to model a ‘dual’ setup where
the projector is replaced by a virtual camera and the cam-
era by a virtual projector. This enables Dual Photography,
where one can synthesize images that appear as though they
were captured by the projector, with the scene illuminated
by light emitting from the camera.

Our goal is to find the input image to the catadioptric
projector that when used to illuminate the scene, allows the
camera to capture a given desired view. This is a typical
inverse light transport problem. Seitz et. al. derived the
closed-form expression for computing the inverse LTM in
the Lambertian environment [17]. Wetzstein et. al. used
inverse LTM to perform radiometric compensation in pro-
jection. For non-Lambertian environments such as the ones
we use in our catadioptric projector setup, it remains an
open problem on how to effectively approximate the inverse
LTM.

3. Catadioptric Projector Designs

A catadioptric projector combines a commodity digital
projector with additional optical units. It follows similar de-
sign principles in catadioptric cameras: we choose specially
shaped mirrors for synthesizing a wider field-of-view. How-
ever, it differs from catadioptric cameras in several ways.

Mirror Shape and Size. In catadioptric cameras, it is
often sufficient to use mirrors of approximately the same
size as the lens (≤ 5cm in diameter) to synthesize the de-
sired field-of-view. However, a projector uses a much big-
ger lens and has a longer focal length. Therefore, it is nec-



essary to use custom built larger sized mirrors (≥ 20cm in
diameter) to produce panoramic projections. In our setup,
we simply bend a plastic mirror to approximate a cylindric
mirror (Figure 1(a)) and use a security dome to approxi-
mate a spherical mirror (Figure 6(a)). We even use wine
glasses to emulate thin refractors (Figure 8(a)). However,
these surfaces are not perfectly polished and usually have
micro-structures such as bumps and dimples that can lead
to geometric distortion, scattering, and blurring.

Physical Setup. Catadioptric projectors differ from cata-
dioptric cameras in the physical setup. In a catadioptric
camera, the physical camera needs to be accurately posi-
tioned at the focus of a hyperbolic or parabolic surface to
synthesize a virtual pinhole camera. The physical camera
itself, hence, will occupy the center part of the captured im-
age. This does not cause much problem for catadioptric
imaging as its goal is to capture the surrounding environ-
ment and the center portion of the image can be discarded,
especially if the physical camera is small. However, similar
setups can cause severe self-shadowing. Therefore, in our
setup, we purposely move the projector away from the fo-
cus of the mirror and orient the projector so that it will not
block the light path.

Defocus Blur. Defocusing artifacts are more severe in
catadioptric projectors than in catadioptric cameras. Most
catadioptric cameras use a small aperture to increase the
depth-of-fieldwhile projectors have to use large apertures to
produce bright images. Furthermore, since the virtual pro-
jector of a catadioptric projector has multiple COPs while
the physical projector can only set a uniform focal length,
the final projection will exhibit spatially-varying defocus
blurs.

To resolve these challenges, we first present novel al-
gorithms for correcting projection distortions by modeling
the light transport matrix between the projector and camera
(Section 4). We then analyze the defocus model in catadiop-
tric projectors and develop effective methods to minimize
the defocus blur by pre-processing the input image (Section
5). In Section 6, we demonstrate several applications of our
system.

4. Correcting Geometric and Photometric Dis-
tortions

Given a catadioptric projector and a viewpoint repre-
sented by a camera, we seek to find the optimal image to
be displayed by the projector so that it will be viewed with
minimum geometric and photometric distortions from the
camera.

4.1. Light Transports in Catadioptric Projectors

Assume the projector has a m-row-by-n-column imag-
ing element while the camera has a s-row-by-t-column sen-
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Figure 2. Light transport in a catadioptric projector: lights emitted
from the projector are reflected or refracted before reaching the
screen. The light transport matrix T correlates each projector pixel
to a camera image.

sor, as shown in Figure 2. Light rays emitting from the
projector bounce off the scene and some of them eventually
reach the sensor. In general, each ray of light is dispersed,
reflected, and refracted in the scene and hits the camera sen-
sor at a number of different locations. Thus the light ray
passing through pixel i in the projector reaches the camera
and forms an s-by-t image, where each pixel j receives a
certain amount of light. If we represent the image projected
as a m × n-element vector p and the image captured as an
s × t-element vector c, then the light transport between the
projector and camera can be written as

c = Tp

where T is the light transport matrix.
Our goal is to solve the inverse light transport problem,

i.e., given the desired view c and the LTM T , what should
be the source image p. Intuitively, p can be found with

p = T−1c

provided we can find T−1. Thus, we aim to compute the in-
verse of the LTM T of the camera-projector pair. However,
the sheer size of T makes computing T−1 an extremely
challenging task requiring tremendous computational re-
sources, e.g., we used a camera of 3072x2304 pixels and
the projector of 1024x768 pixels. Thus, T’s dimension is
3072x2304 by 1024x768. Moreover, it is not always possi-
ble to find the inverse of an arbitrary matrix. Fortunately, as
we show below, for most settings that we are interested in,
it is possible to find an approximation for T−1 that can be
efficiently computed.

4.2. Fast Approximation for T−1

Recall that in a typical projector-camera setup, any two
distinct light rays j and k emitting from the projector will
typically hit distinct regions of the camera sensor, i.e., there
is usually little overlap in the camera sensor pixels hit by
light from each of the rays. We call this the display con-
straint. Furthermore, since each column of the transport



matrix T is the projection image of one pixel from the pro-
jector. This implies that most column entries have zero val-
ues except those corresponding to the camera pixels hit by
light emitting from the corresponding projector pixel.

By the display constraint, light from different projector
pixels will mostly hit different camera pixels. This means
that if two columns of T are placed next to each other, the
non-zero entries will not line up most of the time, and their
dot product will be close to zero. This implies that the
columns of T are orthogonal to each other. Therefore, to
find an approximation to T−1, we can construct a matrix T̃
such that

T̃i = Ti/(‖ Ti ‖)2, i = 1, . . . , pq (1)

where T̃i is the ith column of T̃ . Since
T̃ T

i Ti = 1 and T̃ T
i Tj = 0, i �= j

This means that

T̃ T ≈ T−1 and p ≈ T̃ T c.

Note that our approximation to the inverse LTM can only
applied to the projector pixels whose light emitted actually
reaches the camera sensor. For the projector pixels whose
light never reach any of the camera pixels, the correspond-
ing columns in T will be all zeros and Equation (1) is un-
defined. In these cases we simply set the corresponding
columns in T̃ as zero columns. Thus T̃ T is the inverse of
the part of T that covers the overlapping area of the fields-
of-views (FOV) of the projector and the camera. It only
recovers the projector pixels in p that fall in the overlap-
ping FOV and blacks out the other pixels. Once we com-
pute T̃ T , we can directly apply it to the target image I to
find the optimal input image. T̃ T is also referred to as the
View Projection Matrix and has been used in other projec-
tion applications such as multi-projector mosaicing and vir-
tual projection [22].

4.3. Acquisition and Results

To acquire T , we adopt the approach in [22]. It lightens
up only one row or one column of the projector image at
a time with a white color of intensity 255. The projected
one-row or one-column images are captured by the cam-
era individually. The common non-ambient pixels of the
ith row image and the jth column image are brightened by
the projector pixel (i, j). The coordinates of these pixels
determine the indices of the non-zero values in the column
of T corresponding to the projector pixel (i, j), and the ac-
tual non-zero T values are acquired as the average colors of
these individual pixels over the two images. This process
goes through all pairs of one-row and one-column images
and T is entirely acquired.

The dome catadioptric projector consists of a nearly
spherical mirror and a regular commodity projector. With-
out inverse LTM correction, we observe severe geometric
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Figure 3. We can decompose a curved mirror into piecewise linear
patches and map the physical projector a virtual projector for each
patch. This results in spatially-varying projection defocus.

distortions such as stretching and shearing of the patterns
in the final projection (Figure 7). Unlike an ideal spher-
ical mirror, the geometric distortions caused by the dome
are nonuniform due to the micro-structures on the mirror
such as bumps and dimples. They also introduce additional
photometric distortions like inter-reflection. Finally, as the
mirror we use is not perfectly specular, we observe that the
center of the projection is brighter than the boundary. Nev-
ertheless, using the inverse LTM approximated by our ap-
proach, we are able to significantly reduce both the geomet-
ric and photometric distortions as shown in Figure 7.

In general, the display constraints may be violated if
there is significant scatter in the scene, for example in the
reflector experiment shown in Figure 8. In Figure 8, we
project ”CVPR 09” pattern through two thin wine glasses.
The final projection exhibits more severe photometric dis-
tortions than geometric distortions, e.g., scattering artifacts
around the boundaries of the glasses. Furthermore, since the
refracted rays form caustics, we observe uneven brightness
across the displayed image. Since both scattering and caus-
tics are captured by the LTM, we are able to significantly
reduce all these artifacts using the approximated LTM as
shown in Figure 8.

Our approach, however, cannot compensate for shadows
caused by occlusions. Notice that near the occlusion bound-
aries of the glasses, the incident rays reach the grazing an-
gle. The transparent glasses hence behave like opaque ob-
jects near the boundary and cast shadows on the final projec-
tion. In the future, we plan to explore combining multiple
projectors to remove the shadows.

5. Defocus Compensation

Our light transport model assumes that each pixel from
the projector is a single ray. This corresponds to the small
aperture model for cameras. In practice, projectors use large
apertures to produce bright images and multiple light rays
pass through the same projector pixel. In theory, we should



use the 4D incident light field rather than the 2D image to
model the LTM. Therefore, our inverse LTM cannot correct
visual artifacts caused by the 4D incident light field, e.g.,
project defocus [27, 4].

In this section, we present a simple solution for model-
ing projection defocusing. We assume projection blur can
be equivalently interpreted as to first blur the input image
by the blur kernel G and then transported by the LTM T .
We will validate this model in both the reflection and re-
fraction cases. The final light transport from the projector
the camera be then written as:

c = T ∗ · p = T · G · p (2)

where T ∗ is our captured LTM, G is the blur matrix, and
T is the LTM based on a small aperture. The optimal input
image p, hence, can be computed as:

p = T ∗−1 · c = G−1 · T−1 · c (3)

To compute T−1, recall that the display constraint is still
satisfied if we apply G−1 on T−1. Therefore, we can sim-
ply apply the inverse LTM algorithm on the captured T ∗ to
obtain T−1. Next, we show how to compute G−1.

5.1. Reflector Case

We start by analyzing the cause of projection defocus
in reflector-based catadioptric projectors as shown in Fig-
ure 3. Given a curved mirror and a projector, we can first
approximate the mirror as piecewise linear (PL) surfaces.
For each planar patch, we map the physical projector to a
virtual projector using the reflection geometry. The cata-
dioptric projector, hence, can be treated as a loci of virtual
pinhole projectors.

If we use specially shaped reflectors such as hyperbolic
or parabolic mirrors and position the physical projector at
the focus, all virtual projectors will lie at the same COP. To
minimize projection defocus, we can simply set the focal
plane of the virtual projector close to the display screen. For
general mirrors, the loci of the virtual projectors correspond
to complex caustic surfaces [21]. This implies that the vir-
tual projectors will lie at different depths with respect to the
display screen. Since the physical projector can only have
a single focus, the virtual projectors will produce spatially-
varying projection blurs, as shown in Figure 5. Since each
virtual projector can be viewed as a camera, projection de-
focus hence can be treated as circle-of-confusion of virtual
cameras, as shown in Figure 3. In our setup, we assume the
reflector is highly smooth and the projection screen is nearly
parallel to the image plane of the virtual projectors. There-
fore, we can simply use spatially-variant Gaussian blurs to
approximate the blur kernels.

To acquire the kernel size, one can project dotted pat-
terns and capture their defocused images [27]. Notice this
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Figure 4. Catadioptric Projectors Using Thin Refractors. (a) A ray
is shifted by the thin refractor. (b) The focus of the projector is
also shifted if the refractor is thin.

is very similar to our LTM acquisition process. However,
the non-zero terms in the LTM are a mixture of projec-
tion defocus and light transport (e.g., inter-reflections). For
curved mirrors, we assume these non-zero terms are domi-
nantly caused by defocus. Therefore, we simply reuse the
captured LTM T ∗ for estimating the blur kernels: we com-
pute, for every projector pixel (i, j), the non-zero terms in
its corresponding column in the LTM T ∗ and then fit a 2D
Gaussian kernel gi,j to these pixels. Once we obtain the de-
focus kernel G and the inverse LTM T−1, we first multiply
T−1 to the target image c and then apply deconvolution on
the result image using kernel G. In our implementation, we
adopt the steepest descent approach used in [27].

5.2. Thin Refractor Case

Next, we consider projection defocus in catadioptric pro-
jectors that use thin layer(s) of transparent surfaces. A typi-
cal example is projecting through the wine glasses as shown
in Figure 8.

To study defocusing, we first analyze how rays propagate
through the refractor as shown in Figure 4. Assume d and
m represent the thickness and the refractive index of the
glass. For a each ray with incident angle θ, it will first pass
through the front face and then leave the back face. Let α
and β represent the front and back exiting angle. Assuming
the medium on both sides of the refractor is the same, then
using Snell’s Law, we have

sin θ

sinα
= m,

sin α

sin β
=

1
m

(4)

Thus, we must have θ = β, i.e., the exit direction of a ray
will be the same as its incident direction to the front face of
the refractor. The exit ray, however, is slightly shifted by
Δd, where

Δd = d tan θ − d tan α = d(tan θ − sin θ
√

m2 − sin2 θ
) (5)

If we assume the projector is placed relatively far away
from the display screen, then all the rays that originate from
an image pixel p from the projector will have approximately
the same incident direction θ. The refraction equation (5)
shows that these rays will be uniformly shifted after passing



through the thin refractor. Therefore, since the incident rays
focus at a 3D point if not refracted, their new focus will
simply shift by Δd from the old focus. If we assume the
refractor is nearly parallel to the display screen, the new
focus will still lie on the display screen, as shown in Figure
4. This implies that projection defocus is negligible for thin
refractors as shown in Figure 4.

Recall that upon exiting the back face of the refractor,
some portion of the ray will also be reflected back into the
refractor. This leads to the scattering artifacts when pro-
jecting through thin refractors. The scattering, however, is
captured by the LTM and can be effectively corrected using
our inverse LTM-based correction algorithm. In the case
of thin wine glasses, we can simply repeat our analysis on
single-layered thin refractors to model both layers. Scatter-
ing artifacts, however, will be more severe when projecting
through multiple layers. Our inverse LTM-based approach
is able to effectively reduce these artifacts as shown in Fig-
ure 9.

6. Results

In this section, we demonstrate using our catadioptric
projection systems for displaying panoramic and omni-
directional images.

Panoramic Projection. Capturing and synthesizing
panoramic views of complex scenes have attracted much at-
tention in computer graphics and vision [13, 12]. However,
very little work has been done to effectively display these
panoramic images. The main difficulty lies in the limited
aspect ratio of the projectors. For example, it is common for
panoramas to have an aspect ratio of 3:1 while a commodity
projector can achieve at most a 1.2:1 aspect ratio. A simple
solution is to enforce the same aspect ratio in the projected
image (e.g., by displaying a 1024 × 200 image). However,
it will waste a large amount of the resolution. Furthermore,
since a projector usually has a narrow field-of-view, it is
difficult to display the panorama on a wide area.

In our system, we combine a commodity projector (Ep-
son PowerLite 78 projector with resolution 1024×768)with
a cylindrical mirror. Instead of using custom designed mir-
rors, we simply use a 10-dollar plastic mirror. We bend the
mirror to near cylindrical shape and place it in front of the
projector, as shown in Figure 1. The resulting projection can
achieve an aspect ratio of 3:1 and the projected source im-
age uses the maximum resolution of the projector as shown
in Figure 1. It is also interesting to note that the geometry of
the mirror makes our projector a virtual pushbroom projec-
tor [8]. Although the horizontal direction has a much lower
resolution than the vertical direction, we find that the high
vertical resolution can often effectively compensate for the
low horizontal resolution.

Omni-Directional Projection. Developing inexpensive
solutions for creating omni-direction projection effects sim-

Figure 5. Defocus Compensation Results Using the Dome Pro-
jector. Left row shows the inverse LTM results without defocus
compensation. Right row shows the results by applying defocus
compensation on the inverse LTM corrected images.

ilar to IMAX at home or school can significantly benefit ed-
ucation, scientific visualization, and digital entertainment.
However, the difficulty lies in several aspects. First, IMAX
projectors use fisheye lenses to simulate 180 degree projec-
tion whereas most commodity projectors use regular lenses
and have a much smaller field-of-view. Second, although
it is possible to combine multiple projectors to synthesize
omni-directional projections, robust and efficient calibra-
tion between the projectors is still an open problem. Fi-
nally, IMAX systems use dome-shaped projection screens
whereas regular rooms at home or school are rectangular
shaped.

Here we synthesize an omnidirectional projection sys-
tem by combining a commodity projector with a security
dome. We place a reflective security dome in front of the
projector and orient the projector so that it will not block
the final projection after reflection. The dome has a radius
of 20cm and we position the projector approximately 30cm
away from the dome. This creates an approximately 180
degree field-of-view of the final projection.

We conduct our experiment in a room of 4m×6m×3m
and the dome is positioned about 0.5m from the front wall.
The reflected projection becomes omnidirectional by cover-
ing the four sides of the wall, as shown in Figure 6. How-
ever, unlike an IMAX dome, the different orientations of
the walls cause projection discontinuities, as shown in 7.
Furthermore, we observe strong geometric distortions and
non-uniform angular resolutions due to the geometry of the
sphere. Finally, the direct use of our setup also suffers from
micro-structures of the geometry. In fact, we find, through
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Figure 6. Omni-directional Projection Using a Dome Projector. (a) and (c) show the projection results before applying distortion correction.
(b) and (d) show the results by applying the inverse LTM and projection defocus compensation.

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 7. Close-up Views of the Projection Results Using the Dome Projector. (a) is the desired projection result. (b) and (d) show the
projection results before and after distortion and defocus compensation. (c) show the actual images that are projected.

our experiment, that the dome is far from being perfectly
spherical: there are many micro-structures such as bumps
and dimples. However, our inverse LTM-based algorithm
can effectively correct most of the distortions and our de-
convolution method improves non-uniform projection de-
focus blur as shown in Figure 5.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a catadioptric projector analogous to
a catadioptric camera by combining a commodity digital
projector with additional optical units. Our system does not
require recovering the reflector/refractor geometry. In fact,
our setup uses everyday objects such as plastic mirrors and
wine glasses, whose geometry is difficult to recover. Our
approach models the light transport between the projector
and the viewpoint using the light transport matrix (LTM).
We have shown how to efficiently approximate the pseudo
inverse LTM and use it to find the optimal input image that
will incur minimum distortion. Furthermore, we have also
presented a projection defocus analysis for catadioptric pro-
jectors. We interpret the defocus blur as spatially-varying
Gaussian blurs, where the kernels can be directly measured
from the LTM. We have then applied deconvolution tech-
niques to pre-process the input image to minimize the defo-
cus blur in the final projection. We have demonstrated the
practical uses of catadioptric projectors in panoramic and
omni-directional projections. We have shown that, by us-
ing specially shaped reflectors/refractors, catadioptric pro-

jectors can offer an unprecedented level of flexibility in as-
pect ratio, size, and field-of-view while maintaining sharp-
ness and low geometric and photometric distortions.

A major limitation of our approach is that we cannot
separate defocus blur from the actual light transport in the
captured LTM. For reflectors and thin refractors, either the
defocus blur or the scattering will dominate the non-zero
terms in the LTM, and thus, they can be separated. How-
ever, for more general reflectors or refractors such as thick
refractors, the captured LTM is a mixture of blurs and trans-
port. In the future, we plan to develop effective acquisition
methods for separating the two terms using coded patterns.
It may also be possible to use our LTM-based framework to
recover the specular geometry, e.g., by using path tracing.
Finally, we plan to develop real-time distortion and defocus-
ing compensation methods for displaying panoramic videos
using our projectors. We hope that catadioptric projectors
will serve as conceptual inspiration for designing new gen-
erations of projection systems.
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